Zootastic Park of Lake Norman, owned by Scottie Brown, has failed to meet minimum federal standards for the care of animals used in exhibition, as established by the Animal Welfare Act (AWA). The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has cited the facility for failing to provide animals with adequate veterinary care, failing to maintain housing facilities in a structurally sound manner that prevents injury to the animals, and “euthanizing” rabbits by hitting them with hammers. There have been several incidents at Zootastic in which animals escaped from enclosures, including two capybaras, 20 goats, and a kinkajou who was killed by a lion club. In addition, two humans were injured by animals at the park: A man was bit by a tiger cub when the park allowed improper handling of the cub by the public, and a woman was hospitalized after an attack by a wildebeest. In November 2016, the USDA issued Zootastic a penalty of $7,450 for numerous violations of the AWA.

June 15, 2021: The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to clean the primate enclosures properly. The squirrel monkey, patas monkey, red-handed tamarin, vervet, and spider monkey enclosures contained excessive amounts of feces and debris build-up. The facility was also cited for failing to keep two enclosures in good repair, resulting in a risk of injury to animals – one of the elevated ramps in the lynx enclosure had a decomposing, crumbling board with an exposed, approximately 1-inch-long nail or screw protruding, and the shelter in the goat/llama petting zoo area had an approximately 2-inch-long exposed metal edge at about shoulder height to the animals. The USDA also cited Zootastic for failing to have an effective program for “pest” control. An excessive number of flies were present in the food preparation area, baby room, and multiple enclosures.

March 30, 2021: The USDA issued Zootastic a direct citation for failing to identify that five goats on public display in the petting zoo were significantly lame. The attending veterinarian stated that she hadn’t been notified of these lame goats and no corrective actions had been initiated for them.

January 6, 2021: The USDA issued Zootastic a repeat citation for storing three containers of excessively moldy strawberries in the food preparation cooler.

November 13, 2019: The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to handle a 6-month-old tiger named Sheldon as carefully as possible with minimal risk of harm to the animal and the public while exhibiting at the Sheldon’s K9s Fall Festival in Mooresville, North Carolina, on October 12, 2019. Video footage from the event showed that the tiger remained lying on his or her side, panting and mostly unresponsive to external activity. When stimulated, the tiger did not respond with normal feline behavior. This may have been because of general exhaustion, heat exhaustion, and/or sedation, and exhibiting the tiger in this condition could harm the animal’s health and well-being. The tiger weighed approximately 50 pounds at the time and was restrained by a harness and leash without sufficient physical barriers to protect both the animal and the public.

April 3, 2018: The USDA cited Zootastic for repeat violations for failing to discard expired drugs and failing to store produce properly. The inspector noted that it was
spilled and stored on shelves contaminated with brown grime and white filmy material. Zootastic was also cited for allowing unsupervised public feeding and contact with animals.

**November 17, 2016:** The USDA issued Zootastic a penalty of $7,450 for nine violations of the AWA, including for failing to have adequately trained employees experienced in animal handling (a wildebeest charged and attacked an employee, causing major injuries requiring surgery), failing to maintain an adequate perimeter fence without gaps around the drive-through area, failing to construct enclosures in a way that prevents escapes (a kinkajou escaped and was killed by a lion cub), failing to maintain structurally sound facilities, failing to maintain complete and accurate acquisition and disposition records, failing to remove excess buildup of fecal material in enclosures housing chinchillas, failing to keep the premises clean, failing to store food properly, and failing to provide the following animals with adequate veterinary care: a tiger with an exposed tail wound, a liliger with significant hair loss over approximately 40 percent of his body, and a tiger cub with significant swelling around her eyes, yellow ocular discharge, and patches of hair loss.

**September 26, 2016:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to have an adequate barrier fence to prevent direct contact between the public and the hyenas and failing to repair the following items: broken fencing and protruding wires in the enclosure housing a porcupine, deteriorating wood in the enclosure housing pigs, exposed insulation in the enclosure housing raccoons, sharp wire ends in the enclosure housing tigers, and protruding screws in the enclosure housing a camel, a llama, and an eland. The facility was also cited for a repeat violation for failing to store food properly. The food-storage area contained multiple bags of food that were torn open or chewed through, and food that had been spilled onto the floor had become moldy.

**July 5, 2016:** The USDA cited Zootastic for repeat violations, including failing to maintain accurate acquisition and disposition records for multiple animals, failing to remove an excessive buildup of fecal material from two enclosures housing chinchillas, and failing to clean the treatment room and food-preparation room properly. They contained grime, litter, spilled medications, dirty walls, and an excessive buildup of dust.

The facility was also cited for failing to provide the following animals with veterinary care: a tiger with a tail wound that was at least six days old and was bleeding during the inspection; a liliger with significant hair loss over approximately 40 percent of his body and areas of thickened, reddened skin on his paws; and a tiger cub with swelling around her eyes, a yellow ocular discharge, and two areas of hair loss on her rear quarters. The facility was also cited for having four expired medications present in the treatment area; failing to shear approximately 25 llamas and alpacas and 14 sheep who had long, heavy, and/or matted coats; failing to have records of disposition for several tiger cubs available for inspection; failing to clean the water receptacle in the enclosure housing the macaque, which had dirty water, brown film, and floating pieces of debris; failing to label items in the freezer with the content and date; failing to store feed and bales of hay properly; failing to provide the lions and cougars with adequate shade from the sun; and failing to have proper ventilation in the enclosure housing the lions. Both the cougars and the lions were panting.

**May 19, 2015:** The USDA cited Zootastic for a repeat violation following a kinkajou
escape that occurred on February 3, 2015, in which the kinkajou was killed by a lion cub. The facility was also cited for failing to document births and acquisitions properly and failing to clean the following areas properly: the barn housing the giraffes, which had a large wet area and piles of feces; the enclosure housing the tigers, which had piles of old feces, feathers, dirt, and evidence of rodents; the enclosure housing alpacas and a pony, which had a wet areas and feces; the enclosure housing goats and pigs, which had a pile of dirty bedding and dried-up feces; and multiple other areas throughout the facility with excessive amounts of feces.

**March 13, 2015:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to provide records of acquisition for animals who were taken to an offsite location.

**February 11, 2015:** The USDA cited Zootastic for a repeat violation for failing to maintain the following structures in good repair: a wall separating camels from other animals that had a hole in it, a pasture with an area where animals could access a large amount of scrap metal and miscellaneous items, and areas of the enclosure housing the servals with “wire panel points” sticking into the housing area.

**November 5, 2014:** The USDA cited Zootastic for repeat violations for failing to repair gaps under the perimeter fence and failing to maintain sufficient enclosures to contain the animals, resulting in the escape of two capybaras. The facility was also cited for failing to have properly trained employees and failing to have sufficient barriers between the public and animals, which allowed a wildebeest to charge at an employee, causing major injuries requiring hospitalization and surgery.

**September 10, 2014:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to prevent the escape of approximately 20 goats who were running loose in the public area, failing to repair gaps under the perimeter fence and the fence around the hyenas, and failing to provide two capybaras with a pool of adequate size for their aquatic needs.

**April 10, 2014:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to clean a room housing multiple animals. It had trash on the floor and a strong odor.

**January 6, 2014:** The USDA issued an official warning to Zootastic for operating as an exhibitor after its USDA licensed had been canceled.

**November 15, 2013:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to have proper public barriers for over 35 animals (a small child was knocked down by a bison who hit the fence); failing to repair structural defects, gaps, holes, and missing panels on multiple enclosures; failing to store feed bags properly, some of which had holes from vermin; failing to clean a walk-in cooler that had an unpleasant odor and contained unsealed “damp and stained” produce; failing to provide a zebra with adequate shelter from inclement weather; failing to have adequate perimeter fencing for the enclosures housing a bear and hoofstock; and failing to clean the following areas: an enclosure housing hoofstock that contained an accumulation of feces, portions of the walls in the enclosures housing kinkajous and lemurs that had dirty smears, and areas of the enclosure housing the porcupine that had numerous mice.

**July 31, 2013:** The USDA cited Zootastic for having numerous flies in the feed-storage room.

**March 28, 2013:** The USDA cited Zootastic for leaving a door unlocked to a room housing a lion cub in the gift shop and improperly handling animals—a customer
was allowed to lie on the floor with a white tiger cub and was bit on the nose. The facility was also cited for failing to dispose of spoiled food, failing to store raw meat properly, failing to keep food-storage areas clean and free of odor, failing to maintain the enclosure housing the rabbits in good repair (five or six rabbits escaped), and failing to provide a goat with a diet to maintain good body condition. The goat had recently given birth and was observed to be thin, with sunken flanks, visible ribs, and thin hindquarters.

**March 27, 2013:** The USDA issued an official warning to Zootastic for violations committed between May 18, 2011, and June 14, 2011, including failing to have a complete written program of veterinary care, failing to comply with the veterinary-care program, failing to have sufficient barriers between animals and the public, failing to provide animals with appropriate shelter from weather conditions, and failing to establish and maintain acquisition and disposition records.

**December 13, 2012:** The USDA cited Zootastic for purchasing an adult zebra from an individual who wasn’t licensed by the USDA, housing guinea pigs outdoors in 30-degree temperatures without approval, housing guinea pigs and prairie dogs together, failing to store raw meat properly, and failing to provide goats with a shelter that was large enough for all of them.

**June 14, 2011:** The USDA cited Zootastic for killing seven rabbits by hitting them on the head with a hammer, as that isn’t an acceptable method of euthanasia. The facility was also cited for repeat violations for failing to dispose of expired drugs, failing to test the blackbuck annually for tuberculosis, failing to have acquisition paperwork for a vervet monkey, failing to have a sufficient barrier around the enclosures housing coatimundis, and failing to have a barrier around a tiger cub. The inspector observed the tiger cub climbing out of the pen several times. The facility was also cited for failing to repair gaps in the perimeter fence surrounding a tiger.

**May 18, 2011:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to include all animals in the written program of veterinary care; failing to perform fecal tests on animals every quarter (a capybara died in January 2011 from internal parasites); failing to dispose of expired drugs; failing to have an acquisition record for a vervet monkey; failing to have sufficient barriers for a coatimundi, a bear cub, and a 4½-week-old white tiger cub who was too young for public contact; failing to provide two rabbits with a sufficient amount of floor space; failing to have a sufficient barrier surrounding a vervet monkey; failing to test a monkey, who is used for public contact, for the herpes B virus and tuberculosis; failing to have an experienced primate handler with the monkey during public contact; failing to provide for the social needs of a singly housed monkey; failing to provide feed properly; failing to provide a bear cub with clean water; and failing to use suitable material in the enclosure housing a bear cub. The enclosure had only chicken wire mesh across the front of the cage, and the bear had rubbed against it so much that there was a raw spot on his nose. The facility was also cited for a repeat violation for failing to provide six alpacas with shelter from the elements.

**January 20, 2011:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to provide a llama with shelter from inclement weather.

**November 16, 2010:** The USDA issued an official warning to Zootastic for violations committed between June 9, 2010, and August 23, 2010, including failing to establish and maintain programs of adequate veterinary care and failing to have
sufficient barriers between animals and the public.

**September 22, 2010:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to have a written program of veterinary care for new veterinarians to evaluate, failing to maintain records of death for a goat and a prairie dog, and failing to demonstrate adequate experience with and knowledge about two juvenile tigers.

**August 23, 2010:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to have an updated program of veterinary care addressing new species, failing to consult a veterinarian about a vaccination/deworming program for a thin 13-week-old tiger cub, failing to provide an extremely thin goat with veterinary care (the animal reportedly hadn’t been eating well), failing to demonstrate adequate experience with and knowledge about two juvenile tigers, failing to have an attendant present to supervise public contact with animals, failing to have a primary enclosure for two rabbits who were running loose in the barn area, failing to store feed bags properly (they were open and had mouse droppings next to them), and failing to provide goats, sheep, and donkeys with adequate shelter. The facility was also cited for a repeat violation for housing a coatimundi in an enclosure that only had chicken wire covering the front, with small holes that could allow rain to drip in. Coati mundis are strong diggers, and chicken wire is not appropriate caging material.

**January 14, 2010:** The USDA cited Zootastic for selling several mammals, including a camel, a kangaroo, and nilgai, at an auction without a USDA license.

**June 9, 2010:** The USDA cited Zootastic for failing to have public barriers for a coatimundi and porcupine and failing to have a health certificate, an adequate public barrier, and an enrichment plan for two rhesus macaques. The facility was also cited for a repeat violation for housing a coatimundi in an enclosure that only had